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Flourishing by design

How can we help RIT flourish?



Flourishing Concept Map

Flourishing

■ to be in a vigorous state; 
thrive.

■ to be successful; prosper.
■ to grow luxuriantly, or 

thrive in growth.



■ Food: Local and organic 
food sources should be 
more accessible                
on campus.

■ Communication: RIT does 
not communicate well 
about sustainability efforts 
on campus.

■ Signage: Signage on 
campus is confusing and 
poorly designed.

■ Stress Relief: Students are 
very stressed all year 
round, especially close to 
finals week.

Initial Problem Explorations



Our Chosen Problem

Students at RIT are stressed year-round and 
need better ways to relieve stress. We want 
to help students prevent unnecessary 
stress, manage their stress, and relieve 
excess stress. 



■ Students should choose 
what stress prevention 
method works for them.

■ Taking responsibility for 
your stress is the first step 
in managing it.

■ Students should be sure to 
take time to relieve their 
stress.

■ Our audience is not 
interested in taking a class.

■ Existing stress relieving 
resources on campus are 
under-utilized.

Our Research



Current RIT students who

■ are frustrated by their stress level.
■ are interested stress relief methods.
■ acknowledge when they are stressed.
■ do not have much free time.

Our Audience



Exploratory/ Generative

Creating a concept



Interviews

1. What causes you stress?
2. How do you recognize 

you’re stressed?
3. How do you cope with 

stress?
4. Do you think there are 

enough ways to relieve 
stress on campus?

First Interview

1. Having homework, group work, 
and bad teachers

2. Recognizes self is very irritable
3. Dealing with the stress causing 

factors, sleep, hobbies
4. N/A

Second Interview

1. Money shortage.
2. I shut down, stop functioning.
3. Sleep and eat.
4. N/A



Storyboarding



Facts/
Opinions/

Assumptions



Concept Map & Stakeholder Map



Prototypes



We created iBooks that each explored a 
different aspect of stress, to better 
understand our audience.

iBook Exploration



A New Day



Semi-Full Disclosure



Let’s Take a Break



The Stress Takeover



Your new stress reduction companion

Insquire



We want to create an App that is a self-
guided stress relief tool, and can be used on 
its own or with a fitness tracker, like Fitbit.

Our Idea



Tone

■ Helpful
■ Informative
■ Caring
■ Inquisitive

■ Light
■ Non-judgemental
■ Friendly
■ Warm



Competitive Analysis

Self-help for Anxiety Management

Worry Watch

Worry Box

Headspace

Inner Balance



SWOT Analysis

Strengths
Provides more varied information

Compatible with fitness trackers and 
phone’s health app

Weaknesses
Users might lose attention

Users might not be motivated to use   
the app if not prompted

Opportunities
Could expand our target audience if it 
works well for our current audience

Threats
Other apps deal with a topic that is 
similar to ours or in a similar way



Moodboards



Site Map



Style Guide



System Map



Our app encourages RIT students to acquire 
stress relieving habits, which will lead to a 
happier campus overall. 

Behavior Change 



Persona 1 : The Freshman



Userflow 1



Wireframes



Persona 2 : The Senior



Userflow 2



Wireframes



Persona 3: The International Student



Userflow 3



Wireframes



Final Design Comps



Evaluative

How effective is our concept?



Usability 
Testing



Changes

■ More intuitive choices
■ A back button
■ A tutorial during the 

create an account process



Final Prototype & Process Blog

Click HERE to view our prototype

Click HERE to view our process blog



Thank You!


